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HBR from the editor
Welcome to the first HBR issue of 2020.
The year is still new
but we have already
had a number of
challenges facing
business.
First, it was the
bushfires that carried
over from last year,
resulting in human
casualties, the loss
of huge numbers of
flora and fauna, the
destruction of entire
ecosystems and billions
of dollars of immediate
damage. The cost to business is ongoing, not only in terms of
rebuilding but major costs in terms of client numbers, particularly
in tourism and associated industries. The number of local and
international tourists has been considerably reduced and may
take some time to recover.
As this issue is going to print, the East Coast is now undergoing
a major weather event, with the heaviest rain seen for many years.
This has helped considerably with the remaining bushfires but
caused its own damage and interruptions in business, including
some still recovering from the bushfires.
We are also in the midst of the growing Coronavirus health
scare, which again has hit tourism particularly hard, especially in
terms of the huge China market.

There have been some measures put in place to help the
tourism industry where it has been impacted by bushfires but we
can also all do our bit to help out those operators and regional
centres doing it tough. Now would be a great time to have a trip
to one of these affected areas, even for a weekend, to spend a few
dollars and show your support.
If you are planning an overseas trip, perhaps consider a
domestic holiday instead, we have much to offer here in the
Hunter and across the nation for tourists, and many of us will
more readily travel overseas than explore our own backyard. Now
is a great time consider giving the local tourist industry a boost to
help it through difficult times.
Garry Hardie
Editor and Publisher

On this month’s cover
A selection of local
office-fit out projects.
Photographs courtesy of
Insight Building Services

Be informed - receive
your own copy of

HBR

HBR is available as a hard
copy magazine and online.
Make sure you receive HBR by completing one
of these options at www.HBRmag.com.au
1. Receive your own hard copy HBR
mailed directly to you for only around
$1 a week.
2. Receive notification when the latest
issue of HBR is available for reading
FREE online

For further information visit www.HBRmag.com.au,
email subs@HBRmag.com.au or call (02) 4062 8133
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HBR business news
Development
heralds revival
of Hunter Street
Mall

City of Newcastle has welcomed another milestone in the
City’s revitalisation, with work beginning in January on a major
residential and retail development in Hunter Street Mall as part of
Iris Capital’s $700 million East End project.
Bounded by Hunter, Wolfe, King and Thorn streets, the multistorey stage two development will feature 116 residential
apartments atop retail and commercial space in buildings
standing between three and seven storeys tall.
Similar to preservation work on the former David Jones building,
which marked stage one of the East End development, Iris will
retain the facades of the former Lyrique Theatre, Masonic Hall,
Royal Exchange Hotel and Soul Pattinson Chemist buildings.
“The redevelopment of the Hunter Street Mall is now well and truly
underway,” Newcastle Deputy Lord Mayor Declan Clausen said.
“The decision to start work on the second stage of the
development before stage one is complete shows the confidence
Iris has in the Newcastle market and will minimise overall
disruption to Hunter Street Mall traders.
“Stages one and two of the East End development are game
changers as they account for more than half of the Hunter Street Mall.
“Woolworths’ fit out of a boutique grocery store will start in
July, marking the first return of a major retailer since David Jones
closed in 2011.

“A DA for a five-star hotel in the old David Jones building is likely
to go to the Hunter & Central Coast Regional Planning Panel for
determination in March, which will be the icing on the cake of the
$700 million development.”
Iris Capital CEO Sam Arnaout said he was excited about
restoring iconic Newcastle buildings as part of stage two.
“The East End has so many incredible buildings that have
formed the fabric of the city and we are very proud to restore
these and return them to their former glory,” he said.
“What once was the Lyrique Theatre will once again be a feature
in the city’s architecture.
“A laneway linking Wolfe and Thorn streets will unveil the
theatre like never before and will see it become a landmark in the
East End.”
The project will also trigger capital works that are part of The
Hunter Street Newcastle East End Stage One Streetscape Plan.
Under the Council-approved blueprint, bluestone footpaths,
cobblestone laneways and new outdoor eating and retail
opportunities will help re-invigorate two blocks bound by Perkins,
Newcomen, King and Scott streets. Including a separated twoway cycleway, new furnishings, street plantings and street art,
the plan will revive the former commercial centre as a tourism,
residential and hospitality hub.

Our Services Include:
-

Global Logistics
International Air / Sea Freight
Import / Export
Break Bulk / Project Shipping
UNIT 16/5-7 CHANNEL ROAD, MAYFIELD WEST NSW 2304
PH: 02 4962 1234
Email: freight@scorpioninternational.com
Web: www.scorpioninternational.com
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HBR business news
Alfabs supporting National
Breast Cancer Foundation
The Alfabs Group has a long history of supporting worthy
causes like The Westpac Rescue Helicopter, MS , The Cancer
Council and The National Breast Cancer Foundation (NBCF).
The Alfabs Group's Mining Division have just received their
latest machine in its hire fleet which will be going onto long
term hire with South32 at their Dendrobium Mine site.
The machine is the Torque Titan 10T Loader, and in support
of the NBCF, Alfabs Group decided to paint it pink and
named it RIZZO. It will be the flagship of their fleet and highly
recognisable. This will be the first of many Titans coming to NSW.
Alfabs Group have aligned with NBCF through 2019/2020
and donated $10,000 from the revenue of RIZZO as well as
dedicating the very first 10t Torque Titan (Underground Coal
Mining Loader) to hit NSW to NBCF.

New playground and upgraded
amenities for Singleton
Play time is set to return to Singleton’s Townhead Park in 2020
with construction of stage one of the Townhead Park Masterplan
started in January.
Mark Ihlein, Singleton Council’s Director Planning and
Infrastructure Services said key additions for stage one was the
new play equipment and updated amenities including electric
barbeque, bike racks, drinking fountain, tables and shelter.
Mr Ihlein said the first stage of works would address the
community’s priorities for the park, namely the return of a
playground.
“Townhead Park is an important site for Singleton and the local
government area because of its strategic gateway location on the
New England Highway and the obvious attraction of the Visitor
Information Centre and café as a rest stop for tourists,” he said.
“What was reinforced through the community consultation process
when developing the Masterplan in 2018 is that Townhead Park is also
a significant facility for local residents, particularly as the Singleton
Visitor Information Centre functions as a Council Customer Service
Centre. Not to mention the café and facilities for families make it a
great place for people to meet and play.”
Stage one of construction is funded through Section 7.11
development contributions and Special Rate Variation funds.
Site works are scheduled from 21 January through to 10 March,
weather depending.

RIZZO with the crew at Dendrobium

We all know that a
company’s greatest
asset is its people.
How well we work
together effects all
parts of the business
from absenteeism,
productivity and
most importantly,
team health and
our individual
mental health.

An exciting opportunity for corporate
teams to participate in a unique team
building event. Newcastle Dragon
Hunters at Carrington is offering an
on the water session for businesses
to experience dragon boating with
Tarnya Davis, clinical psychologist.
The paddling fun will be followed
by a short workshop to build on
the team experience and learn more
about how you work together.
The session will take 1.5-2 hours from
start to finish and all fees are donations
to a not for profit organisation.

For more information and to arrange a time to
suit your business call Tarnya Davis on 49 26 5005.
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Local creatives move in
Local artist Helen Hopcroft has been busy making herself at
home in Central Maitland, setting up shop as part of a successful
Create Maitland partnership with a local property owner, in
conjunction with Maitland City Council.
The Create Maitland project is all about activating vacant
properties in key commercial sites by offering short term tenures
for creatives. The idea was first investigated in 2017 before a
prospectus was sent out to local building owners last year.
Council since received interest from the property owner of 344
High Street, Maitland and the local creatives are now settling in.
Helen will be collaborating with artists Anna Eggenhuizen and
Katrina Holden, to bring life and colour to the riverside shop.
From fine, fairy tale inspired paintings to dramatic, feathered
headpieces for theatre, sculptures and drawing, the space will be
buzzing with creativity.
Council’s Coordinator City & Visitor Economy Andrew Brown
says, ‘We’re thrilled to have Helen and the other creatives in this
recently vacant space. It really brings the property to life and will
no doubt increase foot traffic in Central Maitland.
‘I’d also like to congratulate the property owner for coming on
board and opening up their property for the creatives.’
This newest creative space is located at 344 High Street
Maitland.

HBR business news
Local digital agency backs
Hunter Young Professionals
Redback Solutions has made a significant contribution to the
development of local young professionals by collaborating
with the peak local body that represents them, Hunter Young
Professionals (hyp), to redevelop their website.
hyp President Lauren Armstrong said the organisation, run by
a committee of 12 volunteers, is thankful for the support of Redback
Solutions who worked with them to bring their ideas to life.
“Not only does Newcastle have a thriving creative community,
but there is a real culture of collaboration here. Everyone just
wants to see each other, and our region as a whole, succeed,”
Lauren said.
“We are so appreciative of organisations like Redback Solutions
that see the value in investing in local young professionals to
advance our region into the future.”
The hyp Board of Directors initially identified the need for
a new website, which better positions the organisation and
communicates their vision and values, through a strategic
planning process. With the support of Redback Solutions and
funding from a City of Newcastle economic development grant in
2018, hyp were able to achieve this strategic goal.
Redback Solutions Managing Director Dave Eddy said
that effective online platforms are essential for community
organisations to connect with their audiences and thrive in the
digital world.
Dave said, “As one of the longest-standing digital agencies in
Newcastle, Redback have now served over 1500 businesses in the
local community since being founded way back in 1999. We now
have 17 ‘mostly young’ professionals of our own here at Redback

HQ in the Newcastle CBD and the team are grateful for the
opportunity to support such a fantastic organisation like Hunter
Young Professionals.”
Redback Solutions won best website of the year and best
educational solution of the year at the 2019 NEWi Awards.
View the new website now at hunteryoungprofessionals.com.au
Hunter Young Professionals is sponsored by Redback Solutions,
Sparke Helmore Lawyers, Forsythes Recruitment & HR and
Workplace HQ.

PROVIDING SOLAR SOLUTIONS
ACROSS THE HUNTER FOR OVER 19 YEARS
Pet Quarters
50kw system

No 2 Sportsground Carport
50kw system

C a l l n ow for a free q uote on (02) 4954 3310 or vi si t us at
2 A lh ambr a Ave, C ard i f f NSW 2285
FEBRUARY 2020
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HBR business news
New biotech venture going viral in
battle against cancer
The scientific team behind Viralytics, a Hunter-based biotech
firm bought in 2018 by Merck for a record $502 million, is
reuniting for a new private venture aiming to develop cuttingedge cancer therapies.
ImmVirX has been established with support from the
University of Newcastle Research Associates (TUNRA), recruiting
key research staff who were pivotal in Viralytics’ medical and
commercial success. Professor Darren Shafren, from the University
of Newcastle, is the Chief Scientific Officer and Dr Malcolm McColl
has been reappointed as Managing Director and CEO.
The company, whose name is an amalgamation of Immunooncology, Virus and X (combination therapy), will be based in
office and laboratory space in the Hunter Medical Research
Institute (HMRI) Building, while TUNRA, much like it did for
Viralytics, will assist with its commercialisation objectives.
“It’s a similar strategy to the one we employed with Viralytics, using a
selected virus to increase the efficacy of the new immune checkpoint
inhibitors when treating tumours,” Professor Shafren said.
“But where we previously targeted melanoma, ImmVirX will
focus on colorectal cancer, ovarian cancer, head and neck cancer,
and liver cancer. We want to develop RNA viruses that will induce
subtle changes within the tumour and enhance the therapies.”
The research team has already begun investigating several
potential viral candidates that target different receptor molecules
than that of Cavatak, the oncolytic virus developed by Viralytics.
Professor Shafren says the goal is to build a body of pre-clinical
and manufacturing data ahead of a substantial capital-raising
venture within 12 months, followed by early stage clinical
evaluation.

WHEN EXPERIENCE MATTERS
CORPORATE INSOLVENCY &
PERSONAL BANKRUPTCY SPECIALIST
Contact Shaw Gidley
Newcastle 02 4908 4444
Tuggerah 02 4365 3344
Contact James Shaw,
Paul Gidley or Jeff Shute

@shawgidley
www.shawgidley.com.au
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Professor Darren Shafren

“The support from the University and HMRI provides us with
great expertise and facilities to really hit the ground running.
To work with TUNRA again after the success of Viralytics was an
easy decision to make. We know the value it can provide, and it’s
a formula that’s worked for us previously when looking to take
things to market.
TUNRA, who oversaw the Merck acquisition, one of the biggest
biotech deals in Australian history, will also provide ImmVirX with
personnel, HR, accounting and administration support.

Main works begin at new
Maitland Hospital
Main works for the $470 million new Maitland Hospital have
begun, marking a major milestone for the communities of
Maitland and surrounding areas in the delivery of their new
hospital.
Member of the NSW Upper House for the Hunter Taylor Martin
said locals will now start to see the Hospital take shape including
the seven-storey Acute Services building, with a roof top helipad.
“Main works include the construction of the new Hospital’s
concrete structure, facade, entry arbour, new loading dock,
engineering services plant rooms, internal sealed roads, on grade
car parking and pathways,” said Mr Martin.
“Further main works include the internal fit out works, finishes
and equipment installation including signage and wayfinding,
landscaping to external areas and courtyards and an upgrade of
the existing Chelmsford Road and Metford Road roundabout.
“Almost 5,000 new jobs are expected to be created as a direct
result of work commencing on the project.”
Mr Martin said the new Maitland Hospital is scheduled to
open in 2022 and will deliver a range of services and increased
capability in the form of more beds and treatment spaces to
better meet the changing healthcare needs of the community.
“The hospital will provide emergency care, surgical services,
critical care, maternity services, paediatric care, cardiac catheterisation,
inpatient beds, mental health, palliative care, chemotherapy chairs,
outpatient clinics and dental,” said Mr Martin.
“Car parking for patients, staff and visitors is also a key priority.”
Early works to prepare the site for construction are now
complete and included:
• Bulk earthworks;
• Site establishment, clearance of vegetation, stabilisation and
retention of surrounding native landscaping;
• Connection of temporary and permanent services (water,
sewer, power, gas, communications);
• Associated in-ground infrastructure works, formation of
building foundations, drainage works and excavation of sublevel structures; and
• Construction of internal un-sealed road ways and temporary
construction parking zones.

HBR business news

Cameron Park Plaza to open mid-2020
The much-anticipated Cameron Park Plaza shopping centre
will open mid-2020. The $40+ million investment in the local
community is anticipated to be a premier convenience shopping
destination with retail space of over 7,500 sqm.
Situated on the major commuter arterial, George Booth Road,
the shopping centre is in the ideal location within the Cameron
Park region. This is a major growth centre in the Newcastle and
Lake Macquarie area, where major infrastructure is being realised
now and for the region’s future.
The new Woolworths supermarket will connect customers directly
with fantastic local producers. This will be complemented by a range
of specialty stores and medical centre plus a casual family dining
destination with outdoor seating area. Tenants include Choice
Pharmacy, Snap Fitness, Barber Industries, Star Nails & Wax, and
Rutherford Newsagency plus a variety of food operators.

There is limited leasing space still available within this highly
desired retail precinct. Available tenancies are is a variety of
sizes and would ideally suit hairdressing, massage and beauty
services plus allied health such as a dentist, optometrist or
physiotherapist. There is also space that would suit a commercial
service such as real estate agent. The new casual dining precinct
has opportunities for Italian and Thai cuisine. Register your
interest at the Cameron Park Plaza website.
“We’re very excited about the opportunity to open Cameron
Park Plaza in 2020,” said Andrew Asvestas, Woolworths Regional
Development Manager. “The centre will provide a high-quality
shopping destination for local residents including a full line
modern supermarket and convenient car parking.”
“We believe that Cameron Park Plaza will play an important
role in the local community and demonstrates our ongoing
commitment and investment to the Hunter region.”

CQMS Razer supporting bushfire
relief and recovery efforts
CQMS Razer (CR) has announced they will donate
$50,000 to the Australian Red Cross Fire Appeal to
support continued bushfire disaster relief and recovery
efforts across the nation.
The donation will assist the Australian Red Cross to
provide emergency grants to those who have lost their
homes, or where it is no longer safe to return home.
It will also support the Australian Red Cross to source
and deliver emergency food, water and relief items to
people cut off by fires and enable trained specialist
personnel to continue to be available at more than 15
evacuation and recovery centres across the nation.
CQMS Razer CEO John Barbagallo said that this
donation reflects on the need to contribute to
the many people, families and communities sadly
impacted by the shocking summer of fires across
Australia.
“Like all Australians we’ve been moved by the stories
of local communities coming together to support one
another during the devastating bushfires,” said Mr
Barbagallo.
“Today’s announcement builds on our own CR staff
fundraising and donation efforts plus CR donations
made prior to Christmas to the Australian Red Cross
and New South Wales Fire Rescue Service.”
If you would like to also donate, please visit the
Australian Red Cross website: www.redcross.org.au/
campaigns/disaster-relief-and-recovery-donate
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HBR business news
New plans offer more help for
Australian defence business
The Federal Government is helping Australian small businesses
to invest more in the defence industry, with the release of
the first two of our Sovereign Industrial Capability Priority
Implementation Plans.
Minister for Defence Industry, the Hon Melissa Price MP,
announced the Plans for Munitions and Small Arms Research,
Design, Development and Manufacture, and for the Combat
Clothing Survivability and Signature Reduction Technologies.
Minister Price said the Plans provided information and set
key priorities on how the Australian Government would work
with defence industry to build and grow sovereign industrial
capabilities.
“They provide a useful roadmap to help current and aspiring
defence industry businesses understand the capability priorities
of the Australian Defence Force, now and into the future,” Minister
Price said.
“They also include detailed information to guide companies
already involved in, or looking to contribute to our record $200
billion build-up of defence capability.”
“Giving small business the tools and support they need to be
involved in our defence industry, and grow their businesses to
the point they’re ready to enter global markets is my number one
priority.”
The Implementation Plans are available at www.defence.gov.
au/SPI/Industry/CapabilityPlan/ImplementationPlans.asp

Are you looking to promote
your business in the Hunter

Tourism signage project officially opened
Cessnock City Council hosted an event on 13 January, with
Federal Government Senator, Hollie Hughes to celebrate the
work completed under the Hunter Valley Wine Country Tourism
Signage Implementation Project.
The project was funded by a $1.25 million grant under the
Australian Government’s Building Better Regions Fund and
matched dollar for dollar by Council, making it a $2.5 million
investment.
It included the construction of tourist wayfinding signage,
including five information bays, three gateway entry signs and
20 precinct signs which were installed at key locations across the
Cessnock Local Government Area.
This new infrastructure has resulted in improved tourist
wayfinding, provided a sense of place in Hunter Valley Wine
Country and is expected to encourage tourist activities, improve
the visitor experience and facilitate economic growth.
The feedback from local businesses has been overwhelmingly
positive with over 300 businesses featuring on the new
information bays. Cessnock City Mayor, Councillor Bob Pynsent
said there was a critical need to offer clear and accurate signage
for both the local community and visitors to our region.
In January last year, the NSW Government announced a $2.2
million grant for Council to continue rolling out the Hunter Valley
Wine Country Tourism Signage Implementation Project. This will
include the construction of three additional gateway entry signs,
three information bays, nine suburb entry signs, additional street
blades, community facility signs and more tourist signage to help
visitors navigate their way to various attractions.

Joel Fitzgibbon MP, Senator Hollie Hughes and
Cessnock City Mayor, Councillor Bob Pynsent

Funding innovative research at The
University of Newcastle

The Hunter Business Review
(HBR)
is here to help
(02) 4062 8133
www.HBRmag.com.au
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Researchers at The University of Newcastle will work with industry
partners to deliver a safer and more productive mining industry.
Member for Robertson Lucy Wicks said the Government was
providing $545,000 to improve equipment used to process some
of Australia’s most valuable exports.
“This project will improve the operational efficiency
and service life of equipment used in mining and mineral
production,” Ms Wicks said.
“This research will enable us to meet the significant demand,
both nationally and internationally, in mineral processing, leading
to immediate industry impact.”
Minister for Education Dan Tehan said the Coalition
Government was investing in research and innovation that
would benefit Australians.
Our Government is investing in partnerships between
universities, industry and government to drive the
commercialisation of research,” Mr Tehan said.
“We are encouraging greater collaboration between
universities and businesses on research innovation and
workforce preparation.”

HBR business news
Partnership creates parity for
women’s Rugby

McDonald Jones Homes extend
Knights partnership

When Nadene Barretto heard that a local women’s rugby comp
did not have the resources to offer the same prize money as the
men’s, she was the first to put her hand-up to assist.
Nadene and Steve Barretto are the Directors of Eight
Recruitment and became a sponsor of the Mick ‘Whale’ Curry
Memorial Rugby Sevens held on 14 and 15 February 2020 at St
John Oval in Charlestown.
Steve Barretto played Rugby professionally in Ireland and
the United Kingdom before moving to Australia where he and
Nadene had three children. The Barrettos have been strong
supporters of Rugby in the Hunter.
“Rugby gave our family a kick start. Steve continues to be
involved at Club level playing and now coaching while our
children each play within local competitions. Rugby is such an
important part of our lives but we also recognise that it is also
such a great facilitator of community spirit,” Nadene said.
Nadene created Eight Recruitment in their loungeroom in 2011.
“As a business owner, I also understand how important
corporate support is for all sport. It’s 2020 and to have a
competition where there are differences in prize money based on
gender, it just not okay. I am incredibly pleased to support this
event recognising one of the region’s Rugby legends.
“This is the right time for us to be enabling parity for women in
sport. Women should be able to make a professional career out
of Rugby and with two young daughters who are heavily in the
sport, this is something that I am very passionate about.”

The Newcastle Knights has announced the renewal of McDonald
Jones Homes with the home building company signing an
extended three-year sponsorship with the Club.
McDonald Jones Homes will be represented on the sleeves of
the Knights playing jersey until at least the end of 2022.
"McDonald Jones Homes are an iconic Newcastle brand and
I am delighted to see the number one home builder in NSW
renew their partnership for another three years” Knights CEO Phil
Gardner said.
“We are about building and maintaining long standing
partnerships. This renewal showcases the mutually beneficial
relationship that we have formed with McDonald Jones and
would like to thank both Bill McDonald and Andrew Helmers for
their continued support.
“We look forward to a successful future together.”
McDonald Jones Homes Managing Director, Andrew Helmers,
said they are proud to renew their support.
“We are delighted to extend our partnership with the Newcastle
Knights and look forward to an exciting year,” Helmers said.
“Partnering with the Newcastle Knights aligns with our
strategies and will assist in continuing to build awareness for
McDonald Jones Homes nationally.”

The Hamilton Hawks women’s Rugby team with Nadene and
Steve Barretto from Eight Recruitment

A new lender on the block

GOOD NEWS FOR PROPERTY INVESTORS AND DEVELOPERS
Yes, the benefits of dealing directly with the lender
•
•
•
•
•

Faster loan approvals
Pragmatic common sense decisions
Fair market pricing for risk
Realistic approach to loan structuring and conditions
Competitive pricing on a deal by deal basis.

Call Balmain, Australia’s leading originator and non-bank
commercial loan manager.

Gavin Drummond
Phil Jenkins

0411 557 133
0423 024 432

Balmain NB Commercial Mortgages Ltd. ABN 86 074 619 980 Australian Credit licence 390 689 BNG 5680 FEB20
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2020
HUNTER
INVESTMENT
PROSPECTUS
RELEASED

2020
HUNTER
INVESTMENT
PROSPECTUS

Your Smart Business,
Investment & Lifestyle Choice

The Hunter is a region on the move, melding traditional
industries such as coal, wine making, agriculture and
manufacturing with a range of new industries to create a
strong, diversified economy with its sights set on continued
growth into the future.
It also offers a great lifestyle that is hard to match, with high
quality services but without the crowds of major capital cities.
The 2020 edition of the Hunter Investment Prospectus has
been released which highlights the strengths of the Hunter
and promotes the Region as a smart business, investment &
lifestyle choice.
It is available as a high quality hard copy, on USB cards as
well as online at www.hunterinvest.com.au
You may also like to watch the short promotional video
at https://youtu.be/BGOa39slQCc or search 2020 Hunter
Investment Prospectus on Youtube.
Please feel free to share these links to help
promote the Hunter.
The publisher, Hunter Business Publications, thanks
the support of the following sponsors which make
the production of the Hunter Investment Prospectus
possible. They are to be congratulated as forward looking
organisations that are actively supporting the growth
of the Hunter.
Gold Sponsors – Hunter Central Coast Development
Corporation, Hunter Land, Knight Frank, Out of the Square
Media, The Port of Newcastle, The University of Newcastle.
Silver Sponsors – AiGroup, Dowling Commercial, Dungog
Shire Council, EJE Architecture, GHD, Hunter Region Business
Hub, Lockheed Martin, McNamara Adams, NCP Printing, North
Construction, Red Eye, Constructions, Regional Development
Australia – Hunter, Scorpion International, Singleton Council,
Sirron Holdings, The City of Newcastle, Upper Hunter Shire
Council.
Bronze Sponsors – Atwea, Four Walls Commercial,
The Business Centre.

Council will also be able to cease trucking water from Scone,
which has occurred for 12 months at a cost of around $500,000,
of which around $200,000 will be subsidised by the NSW
Government.
Council thanks the pipeline contractor Leed Engineering
and Construction for the excellent work done by their teams,
including remediation on land and unsealed roads where the
pipeline has gone through.
The pipeline project is estimated to cost $14.2 million, with over
$13 million in funding provided by the NSW Government’s Restart
NSW Water Security for Regions program. The remainder of the
project funding is provided by Council.
Council has received a $4,444,000 grant subsidy from the NSW
Government’s Safe and Secure Water Program toward the water
supply systems for Blandford, Parkville and Wingen and a new,
larger reservoir for Murrurundi. The grant is dependent on the
submission of a business case. This funding is in addition to the
$1,736,000 already allocated to village reticulation and reservoirs
from the original Restart NSW Grant.
Council is separately applying for funding for the Middlebrook
and Gundy water supplies.

Wallsend set for transformation as flood
mitigation works surge ahead
A multi-million dollar program of work is underway in Wallsend
with City of Newcastle commencing a series of projects to
improve public amenity and the suburb’s resilience to floods.
The transformation will see significant streetscape upgrades,
free Wi-Fi in the town centre and improved pedestrian and cycle
routes developed.
Newcastle Lord Mayor Nuatali Nelmes said a major piece of
this plan has recently hit a milestone with the $3.3 million Tyrrell
Street Bridge nearing completion.
“The project has involved the demolition of the former smaller
and lower structure to construct a two-span, two-lane concrete
plank road bridge, allowing more water to flow through Hunter
Water’s drain during storm events.
“The Wallsend community has been hit hard on a number of
occasions during the past decade from flash flooding. This is why
we prioritised this $3.3 million project in what is a long term,
generational change project in Wallsend.”
The Lord Mayor said the Tyrrell Street Bridge project was just
one part of an extensive plan to revitalise Wallsend.
“A long-term vision for the renewal of the Wallsend local centre
is starting to take place following the adoption of the Wallsend
Local Centre Public Domain and Traffic Plan,” Cr Nelmes said.
“The plan aims to increase safety for pedestrians, cyclists and
traffic as well as improve amenity, accessibility and connectivity
for the community.
Further engagement with the Wallsend community will be
undertaken in the first half of 2020 to refine the Wallsend
Masterplan at key locations.

Scone to Murrurundi water pipeline on
track to be completed before mid-2020
The Scone to Murrurundi water pipeline is progressing
well. Once the three pump stations are complete, testing will
commence on the system of 40 km pipeline and 450,000 litre
storage tanks at Wingen and Warlands Range. The pump stations
and water tanks are designed to move 2 ML of water a day up and
over the range between Scone and Murrurundi. Water storage in
the tanks regulates the pumping.
Once the pipeline infrastructure is fully operational, the town
of Murrurundi will have a water supply sourced from Glenbawn
Dam, and will no longer be on level 6 water restrictions which
have been in place since mid-2018.
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City of Newcastle Project Manager Andrew Wood,
Lord Mayor Nuatali Nelmes and Councillor Matt Byrne.

2020
HUNTER
INVESTMENT
PROSPECTUS

Promoting
the Hunter as a
Smart Business,
Investment &
Lifestyle
Choice

Published by Hunter Business Publications Pty Ltd, the Hunter Investment Prospectus is an important promotional
project for the Region that is distributed as a high-quality hard copy, online and on USB cards.
View a copy of the 2020 Hunter Investment Prospectus online at www.hunterinvest.com.au
Have you seen the Hunter Investment Prospectus promotional video?
You can view it at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGOa39slQCc
or search for 2020 Hunter Investment Prospectus within Youtube.

SPONSORS
The Hunter Investment Prospectus is only made possible by the following organisations that
have supported this project and are active supporters of the growth of the Hunter Region.

GOLD SPONSORS
Hunter Central Coast
Development Corporation
Hunter Land
Knight Frank
Out of the Square Media
The Port of Newcastle
The University of Newcastle

SILVER SPONSORS
Ai Group
Dowling Commercial
Dungog Shire Council
EJE Architecture
Evoke Projects
GHD
Hunter Region Business Hub
Lockheed Martin
McNamara Adams
NCP Printing

North Construction
Red Eye Constructions
Regional Development Australia - Hunter
Scorpion International
Singleton Council
Sirron Holdings
BRONZE SPONSORS
Atwea
Four Walls Commercial
The Business Centre

For queries or feedback regarding the 2020 Hunter Investment Prospectus, please contact:
Hunter Business Publications Pty Ltd

P: +61 2 4062 8133

E: info@HBRmag.com.au

W: www.HBRmag.com.au
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Impact of the Banking Royal Commission
on commercial property debt
Gavin Drummond
Balmain
There have been a plethora of headlines and opinions provided
on the Banking Royal Commission or "The Royal Commission
into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial
Services”. Not many of these have provided any real attention to
the commercial property debt markets to date.
The focus of the Commission appeared to be on the banking
industry providing 61% of the massive 10,323 submissions
received, and the seven public hearings held over the course of
11 months. During this period, the Royal Commission received
input from all parties to these industries, including industry
associations.

Experienced non-bank lenders such as superannuation funds,
local investment houses, offshore investment managers and
wealthy family offices eyed the opportunity to take some of this
market share. Even some of the larger scale developers, property
syndicators and builders moved into the lending market. Balmain
is no exception with a funding capacity from $1m to $50m per
loan and four in-house funding programs to select from.
The advantage of non-bank commercial property lending is that
these lenders will take positions that the banking industry cannot,
or will not. In most cases, these non-bank lenders are providing
the loan terms that the banks used to, and in some cases, have
been slightly more accommodating.
Examples of this are lower interest cover ratios, loan terms that
exceed a property's initial lease term or WALE (Weighted Average
Lease Expiry), lower presale targets for development loans, lower
lease pre-commitments for commercial & industrial projects, and
finally, higher gearing.

The Royal Commission was completed on 1 February 2019 and the
530 page, final report was tabled in Parliament on 4 February 2019.
For more detail, refer to the Federal Government’s website
https://financialservices.royalcommission.gov.au/Pages/default.aspx

Whilst the non-bank sector has not filled the void left by the
banks in the commercial property debt market, and may not over
time, it is alternative debt avenue that many experienced and
successful property players are turning to.

The final report provided a total of 76 recommendations.
To follow up on the Commission's Final Report, the Australian
Securities & Investments Commission (ASIC) released "RG 209
Credit licensing: Responsible lending conduct" in December 2019.

For further information contact Gavin on (02) 4363 9999, email
gdrummond@balmain.com.au or visit www.balmain.com.au

Whilst 17 of the Commission's recommendations were
specifically directed to banking, only one of these was close to
dealing with commercial debt markets. This recommendation
addressed the definition of a "small business". The commercial
banking segment was therefore, largely unscathed.
During the 14 month period to complete the Royal Commission,
the banking segment had elected to use the auspices of the
Commission to kerb lending to the commercial property markets.
Driven in part by the Commission, but also by the Australian
Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA), the banking industry
decided to pare back lending, with a particular focus on the
development finance businesses.
Why? At the onset of the improvement of the Australian
economy post the Global Financial Crisis, and with an increased
activity of Offshore Purchasers of Australian residential property,
the banks (mainly the majors) sought to grab market share.
What happened? As these newly funded projects were drawing
to a completion, changes to legislation directly affected offshore
property purchasers. Some of the "off plan" presale purchase
contracts consequently couldn't complete, leaving banks with higher
than expected residual debt exposures and higher gearing ratios.
What happened next? Banks were not comfortable with this
situation! To ensure that this didn't reoccur, the banks sought to
increase presale debt cover targets (to as high as 140% of loan
limits) and some reduced loan to cost and/or loan to value ratio
(known as "gearing"). Many medium and even larger property
groups had undertaken presale marketing plans based on the
old targets, only to be told that the indicative offers issued by the
banks, would not be formally approved.
Opportunity? With an apparent vacuum of funding for
development loans and some commercial investment loans, the
reducing official cash rate created an "alignment of the stars".
Investors were disappointed by investment rates available and
sought yield. These investors sought out alternative investments.
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Gavin Drummond established Balmain
Central Coast Hunter office in 2000 to
service the rapidly growing Central
Coast and Hunter regions. Gavin
specialises in large scale commercial,
industrial and retail investment and
development loans. With the recent
growth in population in these regions,
Gavin has also provided debt and
equity to some of the most successful
residential developments. Given the
rapidly expanding aged care industry,
Gavin has also provided finance for
retirement villages, aged care facilities
(nursing homes) and manufactured
housing estates. Balmain has been arranging commercial property
debt for over 40 years. Today, Balmain and its affiliates, is the largest
commercial mortgage originator in Australia settling some $4 billion
last year with seven offices on the eastern seaboard; an integrated
provider of loan servicing, corporate trustee and agency services
for over $9 billion of funds; a debt funds manager that covers both
Institutional and private investors; an asset manager with skills
that devise and implement recovery strategies from single loans to
portfolios with values of several billion dollars.

How to protect your estate from
family provision claims
Brooke Murphy
Butlers Business Lawyers
In the past decade, disputes about wills and estates increased
by 80%. The majority of these dispute arise from wills involving
blended or estranged families. Despite the terms of a will,
individuals can make family provision claims if they believe that
they have been unfairly left out of a will or unfairly provided for in
a will. A family provision claim can be made by an individual who
is an eligible person under state legislation. For example, in NSW,
under s57 of the Succession Act 2006 (NSW) an ‘eligible person’ is:
· A wife or husband of the deceased;
· A de facto partner of the deceased;
· A former wife or husband of the deceased;
· A child of the deceased (including adopted and step-children);

HBR business advice
· A dependant (wholly or partly) of the deceased;
· A grandchild of the deceased;
· A person who was a member of the deceased’s household at
any time; and
· A person with whom the deceased was living in a close
personal relationship as at the date of death.
Step-children can also make family provision claims if criteria
are met. For example, in NSW, a step child can qualify as an
‘eligible person’ if they can prove that they were a member of the
household of the deceased, were wholly or partly dependent on
them, and that there are other factors which warrant the making
of the application.
If an individual makes a family provision claim, the court will
consider a range of factors under legislation to determine whether
the eligible person was adequately provided for under the will. For
example, in NSW, these factors include: the relationship between the
parties, provision made to the applicant, conduct of the applicant,
and the financial resources of the applicant.
Estate planning risks for blended families
Often a husband and a wife will create wills which give their
interest in the family home (and other assets) to the other spouse.
When the surviving spouse dies, the combined assets will be
split between all children of both partners. However, in blended
families, there is a risk that the surviving spouse can change their
will so that it will only benefit their own children.
How can family provision disputes be avoided?
Structure your will to protect your children.
Structuring your estate effectively can ensure protection for
your beneficiaries. A few common alternatives include:
· Mutual wills: Spouses can enter an agreement which prevents
them from changing their wills after one of them dies. These
arrangements are inflexible to changes in circumstances, but
can also be difficult to enforce.
· Testamentary trusts: A testamentary trust only comes into
being on the death of the testator. Creating a trust over the
asset pool can allow for the provision of the other spouse with
income for the rest of their life, while ensuring that the assets
will be distributed to the children of the deceased spouse.

· Transfer assets to family members before death: Transferring
assets to family members will remove these assets from your
estate. However, you should be mindful of stamp duty,
Centrelink and capital gains tax implications.
Ensure that you are adequately providing for your spouse and
former spouse
It is important that you structure your estate to protect your
children, and in a manner which adequately provides for your
current spouse. If your former spouse has already received a
property settlement, it is unlikely that they will be able to make a
successful family provision claim.
Minimise surprises and risks
The testator should discuss the expected division of their estate
with family members to avoid later surprises. It is important to
note that someone cannot completely ‘contract out’ of making a
family provision claim in the future. Even if such an agreement is
made for valuable consideration, the court can still order further
provision. When deciding on provisions for adult children, the
testator should consider factors such as their health or disability,
ability to earn an income, and the possible need to provide
financial security for the future.
Choose the right executor
The executor is responsible for carrying out the terms of a will
and taking care of a person’s estate after they pass away. This includes
attending to funeral arrangements, applying for probate distributing
assets to beneficiaries, and defending legal claims against the estate.
Administering an estate can be a difficult, time-consuming and
emotionally draining task. You must choose an executor who has the
time, expertise and character to administer your estate.
If you need assistance with drafting a will or a family provision
claim or have other related queries, contact Butlers at
enquiries@butlers.net.au or call (02) 4929 7002.

Brooke Murphy is a solicitor at Butlers Business
Lawyers. She works with a variety of individuals,
professionals and small to medium businesses with
a range of commercial transactions including sales
of business, leasing, and shareholders agreements.
Brooke is passionate about obtaining the best
possible results for clients, and understands the
importance of practical, straight forward advice.

Are you looking for a
Business Lawyer in Newcastle?
Butlers Business Lawyers offers cutting edge legal services in Newcastle,
Sydney and the Hunter. Our solicitors strive to provide the best and most
cost-effective outcome for our highly valued clients. Whether you’re looking
for a legal strategy aligned with the direction of your business, or simply
require a one-off legal service, our experienced team are here to help.
www.butlers.net.au

02 4929 7002

contacts@butlers.net.au

1/17 Darby Street, Newcastle NSW 2300
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MORAY & AGNEW

NEWPSYCH PSYCHOLOGISTS

Moray & Agnew Newcastle has promoted
Megan Palmer to Special Counsel in
the Commercial Litigation & Dispute
Resolution team. Megan’s wealth of
experience is in acting for clients in
contract, construction and security
of payment disputes, commercial
debt recoveries, general commercial
litigation and administrative law. She also
specialises in mediation and arbitration.
Megan has a Bachelor of Laws (Hons) and
Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice, and
was admitted to practise in NSW and the
High Court of Australia in 2005.

A new recruit to NewPsych, Mel
Lacey is a Clinical and Health
Psychologist who has been working
in mental health for over 10 years.
Mel has worked in both inpatient and
community mental health settings,
with children, adolescents and adults.
She is experienced in both individual
and group therapy. Mel specialises in
a number of areas including anxiety,
depression and bipolar disorder. She
is skilled in a variety of evidence-based
therapy models and believes in a
person-centred approach.

PROSPERITY ADVISERS GROUP

AUST. BUSINESS LAWYERS

Blair Speakman has joined the
Prosperity team as Business Services and
Taxation Manager. He leads a team of
advisors, providing strategic commercial
and taxation advice to Prosperity's
clients. He has over seven years business
advisory experience. Blair advises
clients across a range of industries, with
particular expertise in construction,
digital creative agencies, engineering,
franchising and hospitality. He provides
specialist business advisory services,
including strategic business planning
and structuring advice on new business
ventures.

Erin Brown has joined Australian
Business
Lawyer’s
&
Advisors
Newcastle office as Special Counsel
focusing on business succession and
estate planning. The expansion of the
team and service offering is to better
meet the needs of ABLA’s growing
list of clients. Erin develops tailored
succession planning solutions for SMEs
and high net worth individuals and
also advises clients in relation to asset
protection, corporate and business
structuring and trusts.

COMMITTEE FOR THE HUNTER

PORT OF NEWCASTLE

Following a national search, the
Committee for the Hunter has
appointed Alice Thompson as its
inaugural Chief Executive Officer.
Alice has held executive positions
most recently with global professional
services firm KPMG, and has worked
across all levels of government,
including as senior policy advisor
to former Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull and as Director of Economic
Policy in the NSW Department of
Premier and Cabinet.

Newcastle local and former NSW
Nationals State Director Ross Cadell
has joined Port of Newcastle at a critical
time for the diversification of the
Hunter economy and its international
trade gateway. He began as Special
Projects Director on 3 February, leading
the political and regional stakeholder
engagement efforts as the Port works
alongside all levels of government to
advance key infrastructure projects
that will future-proof the local, state
and national economies.

MORAY & AGNEW

NEWPSYCH PSYCHOLOGISTS

Moray & Agnew Newcastle has
promoted Tina Kealy to Senior
Associate in the Property & Estate
Planning team. Tina has deep
knowledge and hands-on experience in
all aspects of property, environmental
and planning law, and she’s building
a strong practice in succession and
estate planning. Tina has a Bachelor of
Laws and Graduate Diploma in Legal
Practice, and was admitted to practise
in NSW in 2013 and the High Court of
Australia in 2014.

Vince Champion, has joined the
team at NewPsych. With experience
in community mental health in the
Northern Territory, working with urban
and remote indigenous people and also
supporting people with mental health
issues, workplace stresses and those
experiencing the effects of past trauma.
Vince helps people overcome a range of
challenges such as depression, anxiety,
recent or past trauma, anger, addiction,
or other. Vince also has extensive
experience working with severe mental
illness such as schizophrenia, BPAD, and
issues around emotional instability.

NEWPSYCH PSYCHOLOGISTS

PROSPERITY ADVISERS GROUP

Emma Heavers has been a Psychologist
for nearly 10 years. Emma specialises in
a number of mental health diagnostic
areas, including early psychosis; trauma;
family systems work; addictive based
behaviour; anxiety; depression; suicide
risk assessment and management; and,
self-harming behaviours. Emma works
within a person-centred approach, is
skilled in a variety of evidence-based
therapy models, and will tailor treatment
models to individual needs. Emma enjoys
working with clinical presentations across
the lifespan and is experienced in both
individual and group based therapies.

Prosperity Advisers Group has
appointed Mark Monfort as Head of
Data Analytics and Technology. Mark’s
role will be to lead Prosperity’s advisory
teams in bringing insights from data
analytics and technology innovation
to Prosperity’s clients and their own
business. Mark has vast experience in
the world of data analytics from both a
finance and non-financial perspective.
He is an advocate for the power that
following a path towards better data
analytics can provide.
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Building approvals increase
“Building approvals in November reached their highest level
since March 2019, up by 11.8% due predominantly to a surge in
approvals in New South Wales,” stated HIA Economist Tom Devitt.
In January The Australian Bureau of Statistics released its monthly
building approvals data covering all states and territories.
“The improvement in approvals in November is consistent with
other leading indicators which show that the market started to
stabilise around April 2019,” added Mr Devitt.

“Strong house price recovery in the
established market in the second half of
2019 should also bring investors back to
the market as well as support an increase in
activity across the economy.

“The strong result in New South Wales is largely due to strength
in approvals for apartments. South Australia, Queensland and the
ACT also saw improvements in building approvals in the month of
November.
“These improvements are a most welcome reprieve from
the declines that began in late 2017 and reinforce the positive
developments we have already seen in lending finance and new
home sales since April 2019.
“Strong house price recovery in the established market in the
second half of 2019 should also bring investors back to the market as
well as support an increase in activity across the economy.
“The Australian Government’s First Home Loan Deposit scheme
was rolled out on the 1st of January this year. This will help
support broader activity by assisting more Australians take their
first steps towards home ownership.
“The market nonetheless remains well down from previous
years and concerns relating to overly tight credit conditions
persist in weighing on the market,” concluded Mr Devitt.

Adams
III McNamara
PROPERTY SALES LEASING MANAGEMENT

In seasonally adjusted terms, building approvals for the month
of November 2019 increased in New South Wales (+52.8%), South
Australia (+3.8%) and Queensland (+1.0%), while declining in
Tasmania (-11.5%), Western Australia (-6.1%) and Victoria (-1.8%).
In trend terms, the Australian Capital Territory increased by 0.3%
while the Northern Territory declined by -2.6%.

www.mcnamaraadams.com.au

FOR SALE
46 Canavan Drive, Beresfield
• Quality DA approved Industrial Estate
• Land Area: 2,850sqm
• Building Area: 1,485sqm (approx.)
Estate Perspective

• Estate includes ten units over two buildings
• Constructed of concrete all units contain

amenities, high clearance space, 1x CRSD

• Smartly designed to maximise floor space &

minimise costs.

• Purchase to build now.

• Suit investors, developers & owner occupiers.
Estate Perspective

www.mcnamaraadams.com.au

Contact: Matthew McNamara 0418 540 000
Email:
matthew.mcnamara@mcnamaraadams.com.au

Telephone: 4961 2244
FEBRUARY 2020
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Purchasing
retail
properties

Steve Dick
Raine & Horne Commercial Newcastle
Most of us were caught up in the Christmas retail rush with
$27 billion spent on credit cards alone in December according
to Reserve Bank data. But how many of us included diversifying
our investments and buying a retail property in our New Year’s
investment resolutions for 2020?

tenants who are likely to renew their lease at the option. Retailers
benefit from and are stronger when they are close to other
retailers. One of Australia’s most famous retailers and investors
once told me about a retail building that he owned where he
was a tenant in part, “Steven, I don’t want just any tenant in my
building. I want someone who will market themselves. When I’m
marketing, they’re benefiting. When I’m not marketing, I want
them marketing, so I’m benefiting.” There’s strength in numbers.

To this end, retail is one of the most extensive and varied sectors
of the commercial property market, found in every town and city
around the world – ever thought who owns them? Well you can, by
following simple rules. Many first-time investors are often attracted to
retail shops through price. They represent some of the cheapest and
some of the most expensive property in Australia.

Future-proofing your investment
You also have to look longer-term and a plan in place for the
time when the current lessee does finally move on. Therefore,
consider if the space is in a profile location such as a main road,
while in regional areas adequate parking is essential because
countryfolk are more likely to drive to the shops.

As a rule of thumb, commercial property investing is more
complicated than housing or apartments. By buying commercial
retail, you are chasing a cashflow superior to residential, that’s the
upside if you get it right, but also there are significant financial
challenges if you don’t follow some simple rules.

As part of your research, consider zoning, this determines
what uses are allowed, and any possible nearby developments,
especially if there are plans for a major shopping centre, highway
diversions, height and density changes for development.

Don’t buy vacant
Retail is all about cash flow and buying a property with an
existing tenant provides you with cash flow from day one. Unlike
a house, the quality of the lease and your tenant is your goodwill.
To this end, look closely at the tenant and their business. Are they
just selling through the shop or do they have an online presence
as well? Retailers need mixed income streams these days.
When we talk commercial, we often include retail property in
the conversation. However, be aware that a retail shop attracts
different leasing rules than say, office space. The Retail Tenancy
Act imposes these rules. Also, it’s worth noting that if your retail tenant
vacates and a professional services firm moves in, then the property
switches to a commercial asset. However, a professional services
tenant will not generally pay the same level of rent as a retailer.
You need to also look at what the shop would be worth if it
becomes vacant and what it will cost to replace the existing
tenant and remove their fit-out. For example, I was in a medical
suite recently that cost $450,000 to refit the 109 square metre
space. If the fit-out doesn’t suit the next tenant, it must be
stripped. Alternatively, if the tenant walks or goes broke, the landlord
is left holding the can. This is where the ‘bond” and “guarantee”
become important. So, it helps if you considered these possible
scenarios when setting the bond at the start of the lease.
As part of your search, seek out retail properties with strong
lease covenants, market rents and established and profitable
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Also, check the vacancy rates in the suburb or town under
consideration, while you obtain higher yields in the small
provincial areas there is a reason for this. Remember, above all
negotiate your lease renewals early as the cashflow you have
purchased may take a while to replace if you lose your tenant.
• Buying retail means, you are purchasing a cash flow
• Never buy vacant – remember you want cash flow from day one
• Check out your tenant, as they are the goodwill of your investment
• Seek professional advice on the lease attached to the building
• In your lease you need a competitive rent, a long and correct
lease whether it’s for a retail or commercial space. There must
be inbuilt rental increases, strong guarantees, while the
location must be supported by other retailers
• Negotiate to maintain your tenant (if you want them)
When all these factors are in place, you’ll have a quality retail
investment returning excellent cash flow.
For further information on investing, buying or leasing
commercial space contact Raine & Horne Commercial Newcastle
on (02) 4915 3000.
Steve Dick is a Director of
Raine & Horne Commercial
Newcastle.
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Confidence is looking up for the NSW
property industry
The latest ANZ/Property Council Survey has shown NSW property industry confidence
has improved with a more positive outlook due to a strengthening residential market
and better growth expectations.

MASSIVE WAREHOUSE COMPLEX

NSW property industry confidence has increased eight index points from 116 to 124
over the quarter and has increased by five index points over the 12 months to March
2020. A score of 100 is considered neutral.
Following political uncertainty in the first half of 2019 and changes in the banking
and financial sector, the last six months has shown a more positive outcome with
an increase in confidence across industry, an improved outlook for the residential
market and major investment into the economy through large infrastructure projects
underway across NSW.
“The growth of some confidence in the residential market is a positive sign for the
state economy, and with better growth expectations across this sector and better
availability of finance for housing, we hope to see continued growth in confidence,”
Property Council NSW Executive Director Jane Fitzgerald said.
“Though we are seeing more positive signs, we must not forget that overall housing
approvals and construction forecasts remain slow across the state, and this continues to
have an impact on housing supply and affordability.
“The recent announcement by the NSW Premier that planning reform will be a major
focus for the government in 2020 comes at a critical time, with the state economy
slowing and housing approvals weakening following a significant period of growth.

Index

Overall
Context

Quarterly Quarterly
Result
Change

Confidence Index

POSITIVE

UP

116 to 124

An increase of eight index points

State Economic Growth

POSITIVE

UP

-6.5 to 1.6

Moved from negative to positive

State Govt Performance

NEUTRAL

DOWN

2.4 to 0.2

Overall neutral performance, albeit
slightly positive

Debt Finance Availability

POSITIVE

UP

6.4 to 8.5

Third consecutive quarter of
expected credit availability

House Capital Growth

POSITIVE

UP

21.2 to 38.3

Highest expectations in NSW in
over four years

Forward Work Schedules

POSITIVE

UP

35.5 to 39.6

Strong positive expectations

Staffing Levels

POSITIVE

UP

13.3 to 19.2

An increase of six index points

3 Hartley drive has been designed for ease of access for heavy
vehicles with its large concrete hardstand which makes loading
and uploading of equipment or goods easy.
It's close proximity to major roads such as the New England
Highway and Pacific Motorway (M1), making this free-standing
warehouse worth a look for any business looking to capitalise
on the highly developed industrial area of Thornton.
• Clear span warehouse
• 2 high bay automatic roller doors
• 200 amps of 3-phase power to site
• Parking for over 20 cars
• Large concrete apron at front of complex
• Zoned B5 - Business Development
• Built in offices and full amenities’
- More hardstand available at an additional cost
Contact our team today to book an inspection
For further Information please call
Matt Higgins 0403 706 042

HIGH PROFILE LOCATION WITH OFF
STREET PARKING

Comment

Located on High Street within the CBD of Maitland this B4 zoned
property offers a multitude of opportunities and/or uses STCA*.
The property has access to the rear via Ward St which
supplies ample off street parking.
• High Street frontage
• Rear access
• Redevelopment potential stca
• Close to schools, major shopping centres & transport
For more information on the property or to arrange an
*Subject to council approval
inspection please contact our team.
For further Information please call
James Rodrick 0400 092 414

LEVEL LAND IN B5 ZONING

“Planning reform and the impact of the existing regime of property fees, taxes and
charges across local and state government are still critical issues for the property
industry, and we welcome the NSW Government’s commitment to focusing on these
reforms in 2020.
“We must continue to be vigilant – we need a better planning system that will
provide greater certainty for the community and industry to enable our state to
grow well, while supporting investment and better productivity, more jobs and more
affordable housing.
“We have a unique opportunity to enact reforms that will set up our state up for
the next few decades, and we look forward to continue working with the NSW
Government to ensure this potential is realised and we put the right steps in place to
fix the planning system.”

This prime, large, flat industrial land is located centrally to the
New England Highway in Rutherford.
Situated just 10 minutes from Maitland CBD, 35 minutes from
Newcastle and allows for ease of access to the M1.
Land size: 8,073m²
Frontage: 31.91
Contact our team today to book an inspection.
For further Information please call
James Rodrick 0400 092 414

P: 4933 6299 W: starrpartners.com.au
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OFFICE
DESIGN
& FITOUT

O

FFICE DESIGN TRENDS FOR 2020

Jerry Kennard
Evoke Projects

The beginning of a New Year always evokes those feelings of ‘out with the old and in with the
new.’ And why should your office design be any different? If a new office fit-out, refurbishment or
relocation is on the cards for 2020, read about the latest office design trends from Evoke Projects.
1. How colourful will we be in 2020?
The minimalist, neutral Scandinavian style is becoming less
popular as we move towards darker, bolder and brighter
colours. A more uninhibited and carefree approach will see
2020 office fit-outs lift the mood with pops of optimistic and
inspiring colour choices. Nature continues to weave her
way into the office but with less earthiness than we saw in
2019. Brighter, natural colour palettes will be more popular
for 2020. A colourful office refurbishment is a budget-friendly
way of being on trend this year.
2. Greater collaboration through technology and office
design
Collaboration is the key to better productivity, both
human collaboration and via technology. Cloud solutions
and mobile devices will increasingly keep people
connected with each other but technology can also bring
people together physically. A great idea for 2020 is to
move all printers away from workstations. People will be
encouraged to move around the office to print and copy
documents. This leads to collaboration and has subtle
health benefits. The office fit-out trend towards creating
collaborative spaces is not new for 2020. However, it has
become entrenched in the psyche of office designers
who now aspire to provide a better employee experience
through these spaces. A breakout zone is just the start. Think
beer fridges, pool tables, fitness climbing walls and your
very own barista!
3. Resimercial – is it even a word?
Yes, resimercial certainly is a word in the office design
space for 2020. A combination of ‘residential’ and
‘commercial’, we now have a name for this office fitout style that blends home and work elements. If the
workplace is warm and inviting, staff feel more motivated
to be creative and productive as the best elements of their
business persona and their home body come together at
work. For resimercial office design, soft furnishings, ambient
lighting, colour and comfort are a good place to start.
Employees have their own preferences so some eclectic
mixing will cater to a variety of ages and tastes. Activity
based zones are another way of mixing up the office design
elements. You might choose lounge style furniture in the
quiet spaces, modern industrial chic in the collaborative
zones, and high-tech minimalism in the workstation areas.
Invest in good quality resimercial office furniture for
durability; those lounges will be put through their paces!
4. Open plan office designs that give true flexibility
Flexibility and adaptability are the 2020 buzzwords for
office fit-outs and office refurbishments. Open office spaces
and modular furniture that can be adapted to different
types of work will give you the biggest bang for your buck.
Conference rooms with moveable partitions provide the
ultimate versatile office space. Stackable tables are space
saving and flexible, while height adjustable tables can be
a workstation in the morning and a meeting hub in the
afternoon.
5. A healthier 2020
Hardly a day passes by without a news item about our
health. Whether it’s eating less meat, exercising more,
drinking less or supporting our mental health, there’s always
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a conversation to be had. Workplaces that reflect these
conversations not only support employee health, but will
also be regarded as on-trend, better places to work. In the
last few years, we have seen large corporates take up the
healthy workplace challenge. In 2020 and beyond, smaller
workplaces will embrace a healthier ethos. Evoke Projects
has some ideas to consider for your next office fit-out or
office refurbishment:
• height adjustable workstations
• natural light-filled areas to recharge the mood
• exercise stations
• meditation areas
• climbing walls
• several community spaces, rather than one coffee room
• an outdoor community space for fresh air and re-energising
(not for smoking!)
6. Biophilic office design continues its march forward
Biophilic design brings environmental features into the
office design to emulate nature. Exposure to nature
encourages the release of hormones which decrease
blood pressure and heart rate, leading to calmness and
relaxation. In fact, a case study at the University of Oregon
showed that biophilic architecture reduced absenteeism
for office workers, in their case by 10%. While a full office fitout can truly embrace biophilic office design, a minor office
refurbishment could introduce:
• a vertical garden
• a water feature
• hanging plants inside and out
• office storage with built in planter boxes
Even these small steps can have a positive effect on
mood.
7. Sustainability will never be out of fashion
While we’re on the subject of nature and the environment,
sustainable office design is now considered a regular part
of planning for a new office fit-out or refurbishment. In 2020,
there is more choice than ever before of good quality
office furniture that ticks the boxes for both aesthetics and
sustainability.
Please call Evoke Projects on 1300 720 692 to find out
more about office design trends in 2020 and bringing your
office up to date. They know the difference between a
trend that brings real productivity improvements and a fad
that is just for fun.
Jerry Kennard is a highly focused and
results driven CEO who leads through
example and motivates the Evoke
team to work to their full potential.
He inspires his team to think outside
the box when delivering creative
and visionary office design and fit-out
solutions to ensure that every client
not only achieves their operational
objectives but also increases the
engagement, productivity and
retention of their team. He believes
the physical environment is like the
soil for every team to grow in, and
ultimately the determinate of their
success.

The environment your team grows in,
is the determine of their success.
Given how much time we spend in the workplace, our total well-being is affected by our work
environment. After all, we don’t leave our health and emotions at the door. People who are happy
to be at work are more satisfied, motivated, productive and loyal.
Evoke Projects takes a holistic approach to office design to support well-being and productivity.
Aligned with your business objectives, we deliver a full range of office refurbishment solutions,
from design concept to office fit-out completion, including furniture design and manufacture.
Make your workplace more than a place to work. Please call Evoke Projects.

Henry Kendall Group Central Coast

www.evokeprojects.com.au

1300 720 692
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IPS FOR RECEPTION DESIGN

We all know the simple truth that “first impressions last” in fact it is believed that you only have a mere 7
seconds to make a good impression. So, it is worth considering, when your clients walk through your doors for
the first time, what is their experience? And does it reflect who and what your brand is trying to convey?
Your visitor experience can make or break your potential to welcome new business, so it is crucial to align your
brand identity with the styling and appearance of your reception area so you are sending the right message to
the people who visit your place of work, and so that you attract the right kind of clientele.
Define your brand image
Brand image is just another term for company personality.
A well-designed, unique reception area can tell visitors a
lot about that personality. On the other hand, a generic
office space tells visitors nothing about your company,
except maybe that you lack inspiration and originality.
Keep your desired brand image in mind when considering
design elements like colour, furnishings, and layout.
What are you trying to say? That you’re creative? Techsavvy? Established? Trustworthy? Use those qualities as an
anchor for your reception design. Consider speaking to a
professional interior designer for advice in how to bring all of
these elements together.
User experience
Consider using current technology in the form of
check in tablets, digital wall imagery, you may install
interactive information screens, supply your visitors with
charging stations, and comfortable furnishings, perhaps
complementary refreshments if you know your clients may
need to wait for your attention. Try to anticipate the needs
of your potential clients, and offer them a comfortable,

welcoming environment, this will help establish and
reinforce that you care about your clients and that you
want them to enjoy their experience with your brand.
Be organised and practical
This should go without saying, but a clean well organised
reception area speaks volumes to your visitors, ensure the
reception staff know how to smile and listen. It’s important
to hide clutter, and have ample storage so the reception
looks well organised at all times. Ditch the growing pile of
magazines and replace with some coffee table books that
feature photographic or inspirational quotes that link to
your company’s corporate identity. Furniture needs to be
comfortable to all ages, and durable to prevent early wear
and tear from heavy commercial use.
The team at MRW are experts in planning and design, and
can assist you with the necessary trades to carry the project
right through to completion. Call MRW on (02) 4932 4204
for further information or to book a site visit with one of their
qualified interiors experts.

Q ua l i t y C on st r uc t i on , T a i l or e d
c om m e r c i a l f i t out , J oi n e r y
d e si g n & I n st a l l a t i on f or
your b usi n e ss
• Commercial construction and fit
out services for Central Coast,
Newcastle and the Hunter
regions
• Complete service, including
design and fit out backed by
decades of combined
experience
• Qualified Interior Designer
services to provide the optimal
solution for your business today
and into the future
• Servicing all commercial needs
from small scale to the
largest projects

CONTACT US TODAY TO DISCOVER
HOW WE CAN TAKE YOUR EXISTING OR NEW
OFFICE TO THE NEXT LEVEL IN QUALITY AND EFFICIENCY!

P: (02) 4932 4204
W: mrwbuilding.com.au
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It’s what’s
on the
inside that
counts

Tuggerah Lakes Private Hospital - Reception Entry,

Shane Murray Design Manager

Delivering outstanding interior design projects while the
client remains fully operational is all part of Red Eye Interiors
“whatever it takes” approach.
Identifying a growing market need, Red Eye Interiors was
established to provide professional design, refurbishment and fitout services for interior projects between $250,000 to $2 million.
Based at Berkley Vale on the Central Coast, the growing division
is part of the Red Eye Constructions Group which has a $50
million annual turnover and a team of more than 50, delivering
major building and fit-out projects across New South Wales,
Queensland and Victoria.
Shane Murray has recently been appointed as Design Manager
across Red Eye with a focus to lead and build relationships
while further developing their stand-alone design and construct
interior fit-out division.
Having worked with major international and national
construction companies, Shane is an experienced leader in
construction and design industries holding senior project and
design management roles for multi-million dollar hotel and
hospitality projects.

“We bring experienced design capability to every project –
it’s our clear point of difference,” Shane explained.
“Our particular niche is completing demolition and
refurbishment to existing buildings involving work within
occupied premises such as hospitals, medical centres and
shopping centres.
“And we achieve this with the least amount of disruption to our
clients’ business and daily operations.”
A proven strategic difference is Red Eye’s immediate access to
two in-house key trades – joinery and electrical.
All joinery elements are manufactured at the building
company’s workshop using state of the art automated machinery
and software systems. When it comes to the effective installation
of complete operating power and data infrastructure, developed
electrical and data services assist in improving design, costing
and co-ordination.
“Our onsite access gives us far greater control around overall
costs and programme and, most importantly, lets us keep our
promises on cost control and project delivery.”
It’s also an award winning approach.
Red Eye Constructions & Interiors took out two major
gongs in the 2019 Master Builders Association – Newcastle
Excellence in Building Awards, presented with Best Commercial
Projects – Under $5 Million, and Best Use of Timber. Both
acknowledgements recognise the impressive expansion project
at Brokenwood Wines, Pokolbin, which involved building a new
Cellar Door, restaurant and museum.
“Whether it’s for big construction jobs or separate interior
design and construct fit-outs, or both together, we have a
proven ability to excel and deliver on complex and technically
challenging projects,” Shane said.
“There’s no doubt we have set a high benchmark for 2020 and
I’m looking forward to being part of a team that continues to deliver
outstanding results.”

We walk beside
our partners to
create outstanding
construction and
interior projects whatever it takes.

Proud winner of:
• Commercial Projects – Under $5 Million
• Best Use of Timber

Health I Commercial I Education

(02) 4389-8933 www.redeyeconstructions.com.au
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EFENCE WORK IN THE HUNTER

It is certainly not “Top Secret” that there is considerable expansion under way in Port Stephens, combining
RAAF Base Williamtown, Newcastle Airport and Williamtown Aerospace Centre. This area is continuing to see
substantial development and increased infrastructure throughout. For those companies who provide various
levels of zoned electronic/physical security, the numerous levels of data networks required and providing
the relevant SCEC endorsed services which engulfs the construction of such facilities, this is only a welcome
offering to the area.
As one their niche areas of expertise, Newcastle Office
Interiors has serviced Defence facilities in five states and
is currently on the preferred supplier lists for a number
of prestigious defence companies including Lockheed
Martin and BAE Systems. Newcastle Office Interiors is also
a contractor of choice for interior works and services in
the Williamtown Aerospace Centre and Precinct 52, which
is the next upcoming development in the Defence and
Airport Related Employment Zone (DAREZ).
They predict the continued stimulus within this sector will
continue to not only guarantee longevity in many existing
employment roles in this space, but also secure new
opportunities in a vast number of industry disciplines and
serve the Newcastle, Port Stephens and Greater Hunter
region extremely well.

ARCHITECTURE
INTERIOR DES IGN
URBAN PLANNING

COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTIAL
AGED CARE
INDUSTRIAL
CIVIC

02 4952 4425
admin@elkdesigns.net.au

WE WANT TO
HEAR ABOUT
YOUR NE WS!

4062 8133
w w w. H B R m a g. co m . a u
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PEN PLAN COLLABORATION OR
CELLULAR OFFICE PRIVACY?
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What is your perfect office fit out?
Jock Whyte
Newcastle Office Interiors

Modern trends are leading business owners towards
the often-ubiquitous Agile workspace. There is no
question that for many businesses this creates an
effective, vibrant work environment, and explains why
many of our clients strive for this type of space in their fit
out. But is this the best model for every business?
Before getting caught up in what is en-vogue, any
Manager, Business Owner or Director should first consider
their particular and often exacting business model. How
they interact, with not only other staff members but also
what dynamic is required in a client faced setting. What are
the key components of your day to day business? How does
this relay into your daily routine when undertaking tasks (both
the fun and sometimes mundane?) How can your workspace
help inspire staff productivity and add focus?
There are many considerations when proceeding on the
exciting journey through your next office refurbishment or
core and shell fit out. Agile absolutely has its place in the
market for the appropriate business and will indeed drive
productivity thus encouraging your business to flourish,
but there often remains the need for the more classic
approach to this process.

Some businesses will simply require the more tried and
tested approach, compartmentalising with individual or
smaller shared offices in a bid to facilitate the inherent
demand for privacy and sensitive discussion. At other times
some businesses dictate the requirement for two worlds to
infuse and create a fine mix of the two.
Newcastle Office Interiors listens to clients to determine
how their business operates and provide solutions to
ensure their workspace is in keeping with their vision/
mission statement, is aesthetically pleasing and combine
those with internal function.
Call NOI for further information or to book a free
consultation on (02) 4942 5109 to see how they can help
create your new personalised environment.

FIND YOUR
PERFECT FIT OUT

For refu rbish m ent and f it out

From buzzing Agile working spaces to confidential, private offices,
Newcastle Office Interiors will deliver what your company
needs to thrive, and we’ll be with you every step of the way.
Some call it old fashioned. We call it customer service.

newcastleofficeinteriors.com.au

PHONE 4942 5109

EMAIL sales@newcastleofficeinteriors.com.au
Unit 8 / 5 Metro Court, Gateshead, NSW 2290
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INGSTON COMPLETE MAJOR FITOUT
FOR HUME COMMUNITY HOUSING

Kingston Building worked with Hume Community Housing, the third-largest Tier 1 Community Housing Provider
in Australia, to successfully deliver high-quality professional facilities in Maitland to a cost-effective budget.
Kingston produced the entirety of Hume’s fit-out
alongside the development parameters of Maitland’s
Central Heritage Conservation Area and disability access
compliance standards.
The Hume fit-out incorporated three distinct areas: a highend front of house service area, a back of house office
area for Hume employees, and second floor offices with a
separate on-street entrance.
The front of house provided bright reception facilities for
customer support including high-end feature reception
joinery with seating for three Customer Support Officers,
clean white surfaces, mitred waterfall laminated hobs,
and rebated LED lighting. New interview rooms were
constructed with full height glazing, new carpet finishes,
new grid ceilings, access security, and bright corporate
colours and signage.
The back of house posed a more difficult proposition
– modernising the offices by demolishing large sections
of the internal partitions to provide an open plan layout
whilst providing cost-effective solutions for finishes and
furniture. The original furniture was upcycled by Kingston’s
joinery team to meet Hume’s budget and provide open
workstation clusters throughout the first and second floors
for Hume’s expanding workforce. Stairs were demolished
and infilled to provide dedicated street access to the
second-floor offices and to provide Hume with the future
option to lease out the top floor as a separate tenancy.

Left to right John O’Loughlan, Facilities Manager KBA, Nicola Lemon, CEO Hume
Community Housing and Col Robards, Managing Director KBA.

Kingston delivered the build with staged OCs to allow
employees to maintain an operational office throughout
the build, and finalised the fit-out over two weeks ahead of
schedule to coincide with the office’s Grand Opening.
Charlie Taouk, Manager of Construction and Major
Projects, Hume Community Housing was very pleased
with the experience and results, saying “The service we
received from Kingston was exceptional. They worked very
diligently with us on this project always displaying great
communication, professionalism and quality workmanship!”

www.kingstonbuilding.com.au

Interior
Fitouts

People
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Planet Performance

O FFI C E FI T O UT
S P EC I ALI STS
T r a n sfor min g O ffice Spa ces

LE T’S CH AT ABO UT YO UR O FFICE PL ANS
P: (02) 4943 5535
E : mail@insightbuilding services. com.au
www.insightbuildingservices.com.au
Or drop into our office at
97 Bailey Street, Adamstown
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CONSIDERED APPROACH TO OFFICE FITOUT

Webber Architects approaches office fitouts with a functional relationship strategy that utilises zoning of the
floor plate into individual working spaces, group collaboration spaces, social spaces, withdrawal spaces,
common meeting spaces, survival/respite spaces private and public space delineation; where practical
circulation space is reduced to a minimum to ensure efficiency of layout. The floor plate is also paired
with an accommodation schedule to validate the approach.
Webber recently worked with Buildcert to deliver a new
fit out for its Wickham premises. The masterplan conversion
of an existing light industrial property created three high
end office tenancies with new mezzanine floor spaces.
The design achieves an open plan, collaborative working
environment with integrated breakout spaces, quiet
spaces, and a high-end finish. Utilising the existing workshop
area allowed the fitout to be completed without demolition
under a reduced construction program.
The new façade adds a public domain forecourt entry
improving the streetscape. New window openings and
façade screening add visual relief, provide environmental
benefits to the building, and activate what is a changing
streetscape along Hannell Street from a predominately light
industrial to high end commercial.
With main common spaces occupying the only two
façades with access to light, ventilation and harbour
views, the challenge was to ensure a pleasant working
environment for the central open plan workspaces. This was
achieved through the incorporation of a central void with
architectural circulation stair and new roof void skylights.
Where practical, glazed partition walls and balustrade

height walls were utilised to provide sight lines to external
windows. Raw concrete materials are offset with the
softness of timber and the result is a warehouse conversion
which feels more fluid than that of a typical internal fitout.

Phone 02 4926 1078
PO Box 807 The Junction NSW 2291
www.webberarchitects.com
Suite 3, Level 1, 426 Hunter Street Newcastle NSW 2300
newcastle@webberarchitects.com
Suite 206, 8 Clarke Street Crows Nest NSW 2065
sydney@webberarchitects.com
Nominated Architect Jon Webber AIA NSW ARB No 6830
ABN 83 140 652 188
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Further expansion for NewPsych

Good working
relationships
“People’s work impacts on their lives, and their lives impact
upon their work, and so fostering the good mental health of
their employees is something that most businesses recognise
is important – for all their employees, their families, and also for
their bottom line.”
So says NewPsych director and principal clinical psychologist
Tarnya Davis, whose Hunter-based practice has once again
expanded, partly in response to the recognition of the
importance of Employee Assistance Programs (EAPs).
EAPs serve to enhance the emotional and psychological
wellbeing of employees and their immediate family members.
They facilitate early detection, identification and treatment of
both work and personal problems by providing quick, easy and
confidential access to psychological counselling, leadership
training and response in a crisis. By improving engagement
and morale, as well as mental health, workplace issues such as
absenteeism and presenteeism are reduced.
“There wouldn’t be a practice the size of ours outside of Sydney,”
Tarnya says. “And it’s a testament to how Newcastle and the Hunter
have embraced mental health support, as well as businesses
recognising that EAPs are so important and worthwhile.
“NewPsych attracts excellent clinicians, and local businesses are
seeing there are many benefits of engaging a local EAP provider
with responsiveness and capacity rather than a national provider,
where the phone is answered by someone in Pitt Street who
doesn’t know anything about us here.
“Businesses are realising that taking care of their employees
and their families, and giving them easy access to an EAP, is
really important for people’s mental health. And the return on
investment is excellent,” Tarnya says.
“The community is much better at recognising mental
health and wellbeing as being important, and workplaces
are acknowledging their role in stepping up and supporting
employees in the best way they can.”
EAP packages include services such as: psychological
assessment and counselling for individuals of all ages, couples
and families; critical response 24/7 with an expert team trained in
trauma; and workplace mediation.
They also look to bolster workplace leadership, offering
coaching for managers and a help line to support managers in
dealing with people issues.
“We help businesses have better leaders who are more aware of
mental health issues and how to manage them in the workforce,”
Tarnya says.
With the stigma of mental health being one of the greatest
barriers to people accessing support, Tarnya says there's nothing
better than noticing the growth in mental health services,
and smaller changes, like an employee telling others in their
workplace they've used the service and it helped. It's these little
moments that make it all worthwhile.
Tarnya believes that while we've made progress, we still have a
way to go.
"I look forward to a time when an employee at the water
cooler tells their colleagues the flu they had last week really
knocked them off their feet, but it was nothing compared to their
depression last summer, and that no one bats an eyelid. No one
judges you for the flu and no one judges you for the depression.”

The fact that a Newcastle psychology practice is undergoing
rapid and significant expansion to become possibly the largest of
its kind in NSW outside of Sydney might raise concerns regarding
the Hunter’s wellbeing.
But the director and principal clinical psychologist at NewPsych,
Tarnya Davis, says it’s not necessarily because more people are
suffering, it’s that more people and more workplaces are reaching
out for help and recognising that positive change is possible. And
that’s a good thing.
NewPsych Psychologists has 15 rooms on Level 4, 77 Hunter
Street, Newcastle (with access via Bolton Street), and on February
3 opened an additional 10 rooms a few doors up the road at
Level 1, 28 Bolton Street. NewPsych, now with a staff of 50, also
operates from other locations throughout the state, including in
the Upper Hunter Valley, the Central West, Sydney and north as far
as Coffs Harbour.
When Tarnya established her practice 22 years ago, she worked
alone and took bookings on her mobile. After a couple of years,
she set up rooms in Darby Street, Cooks Hill, and then moved to
a bigger space in Queen Street to accommodate the growing
demand. NewPsych moved to Hunter Street two years ago.
The newest rooms in Bolton Street carry the same aesthetic.
Lots of natural light, timber, plants, a forest motif and rainforest
sounds piped throughout combine to exude an air of peaceful
tranquillity. And inspiring TED talks can be viewed in the cinema
waiting room.
Tarnya says the new practice affords the opportunity for the
excellent clinicians at NewPsych to “really make a difference in the
lives of those living in the Hunter.”
“There once was a time when mental health and counselling
carried a negative stigma, but most people know there is no
shame in struggling and that counselling can help,” she says.

The leading provider
of EAP Services in
Newcastle and the
Hunter Region
...AND NOW THE ADDITION
OF A NEW PRACTICE SPACE

02
4926 5005
reception@newpsych.com.au

www.newpsych.com.au
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Boosting your
attention span
and gaining
clarity

Josh Pryor
Ashtanga Yoga Newcastle
Modern Yoga and mindfulness meditation are often positioned
as a way to relieve symptoms of stress, and while this is a useful
effect, the primary intention of traditional yoga goes much
further than this.
The purpose is to substantially increase the capacity of a person
to flourish as a leader in society.
Symptom relief may be necessary in some cases, such as
relieving back pain or assisting with sleep, but when potent yogic
techniques are more completely applied, the effect is to draw out
the faculty of genius in regular people.
Yogic practices of concentration and breathwork are quite engaging
and purposeful. They facilitate a rapid increase in the working
memory and attention span of students, along with the ability to
control the functioning of the nervous system. A student would apply
a subtle energising technique moments before a board meeting, and
a calming one afterwards, for example.
By practicing specific techniques for even minutes per day
we develop our ability to hold several pieces of information in
the mind at once. We learn to see clearly complex situations
consisting of both emotional and technical content. We learn to
more completely employ the intellect and memory.

The result is an increasing sense of calm discernment and the
ability to act with precision and conviction. These techniques can
be practiced on their own, or along with the physical yoga poses
and flows that are popular in studios and gyms.
As a culture we have seen the valuable contribution of diet, exercise,
healthy sleep, and various forms of coaching across many industry
sectors, small and large business alike, and it’s important to know that
you have an additional resource to boost your performance.
Many of us have been fortunate to have the experience of
having inspiring bosses and mentors who have demonstrated
what we can achieve, the clarity and patience to hold space for
intense moments. People who are the calm in the storm and are
able to process challenges that popped up within themselves and
within he people around them.
A true leader is able to visualise their own direction in business,
and to really hear the needs of clients and staff. A visionary leader
is able to trust their own intuition, and make positive decisions
which demonstrate compassion and strength of will. These are
the people who are remembered for years to come, and these
are the qualities that traditional yogic techniques nurture and
develop.
Ashtanga Yoga Newcastle is a full-service yoga school
offering tuition on physical postures, breathing techniques,
concentration, visualisation, and meditation. To learn more or
arrange a meeting, contact Josh on 0434 246 874 or email
ashtangayoganewcastle@gmail.com

Josh Pryor enjoys a pragmatic
approach, reconciling yoga
and esoteric meditation with
the everyday lives of students.
Josh spreads his passion
through light and sensitivity.
Josh has studied with various
Western scholars and teachers,
as well as some strange
people in Indian ashrams.

Outdoor team spin bike challenge
Time to get on your bike, Variety Spin 4 Kids is back outdoors
at Harbour Square, Honeysuckle on Friday 27th March.
It is a fun, challenging team event where only one team can
be crowned the winner. Teams up of to 10 people need to ride
as many kilometres as possible for six hours. It’s up to you to
come up with your own winning strategy – with no limits on
rider changeovers. It will be a great day out with high-energy
music, crazy costumes, fitness challenges and energetic spin
instructors on stage.
Variety is looking for Newcastle’s fittest company to be their
next 2020 S4K champions. Last year’s Kings of Spin Air Locker
Training rode 242 km in 6 hours… think that you can take
them on? Only one way to find out!
Last year Variety raised over $40,000 and with your help they
hope to smash this to help as many kids as possible get a fair go in
life.
Registrations are open now, for further information or to
register your team please visit www.variety.org.au/nsw/event/
variety-spin-4-kids-newcastle. Only limited bikes are available,
so be sure not to miss out
For any event enquiries please contact Variety on
newcastle@varietynsw.org.au or call them on (02) 4965 4911.
Please click ‘attending’ on the Facebook event to help them
spread the word www.facebook.com/events/2499734936963411
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Variety thanks event sponsors The Forum, HIT 106.9, Acrobat
Removals & Greg Tapp Printing.
Newcastle Coal and Infrastructure Group are presenting
partners of Variety Spin 4 Kids.
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BodyWorx Physio joins Back In
Motion Health Group
BodyWorx Physio have joined the Back In Motion Health Group.
Back In Motion is one of the country’s largest clinician owned
franchise of physiotherapy and allied health services with over
100 locations across Australia and New Zealand.
BodyWorx already has an existing network of seven locations in
the Hunter, but owner Jason Bradley is always looking at ways of
taking the business to the next level”
“My passion has always been helping people feel better through
being able to move more,” said Jason.
“Joining the Back In Motion Health Group has given me an amazing
network support office combined with a network of over 60 Physio
Directors to work with. It’s also provided my team with great
continued education, career pathways and national mobility.”
Jason is aware that the change will create some challenges but
sees major benefits for both the business and clients.
“It’s definitely a transition period I’m working closely with the
network support team on,” said Jason.
“In doing so, we’ve started to let our existing patients and
business network know about the change through emails, social
media and conversations.
“It’s funny that the biggest concern I had was about me losing
control. However, we still remain fully locally owned and will
continue our partnership in training students from Newcastle
University which is where we get the majority of our amazing
clinical team.
“Back In Motion is pioneering the field of evidence based
medicine in Physiotherapy.
“With their custom systems able to demonstrate to both
patients and compensable bodies objective measures of
improvement both individuals and across an entire cohort.

“Their systems are a key benefit to me. I love the personal and hands
on interaction with patients, but having the evidence to justify to
patients, insurers and employers we work with the positive changes
we make in people’s lives is a real game changer.”
Jason’s other passion has been fundraising and volunteering his
skills assisting Hands Across the Water and locally based charity
MESCH in their work overseas. With joining Back In Motion, Jason
says that the Newcastle team is bringing the focus closer to home.
“I’m so grateful to the support the community has given us over
the last 10 years and so proud of the impact my team our having
to get out community moving better and enjoying life.”

Take the first step
Address your aches and pain
Contact us today to book your

Free Initial
Assessment

*

Our qualified physiotherapists are located at:
2/114 Barton Street, Kurri Kurri
174 Wollombi Road, Cessnock
78 Glebe Rd, the Junction
78 Mitchell St Stockton
316 Charlestown Rd, Charlestown
26 Oakdale Rd, Gateshead
29 Sandypoint Rd, Corlette

Call

4952 7033

*Your initial assessment with a physiotherapist is free. Treatment following
your assessment is charged at the cost of a standard consultation. Limit 1 per
client. Redeemable at all Back In Motion (formerly BodyWorx Physio) locations
throughout the Newcastle, Lake Macquarie and Hunter Valley regions
including Back In Motion Cessnock and Back In Motion Newcastle. Not
redeemable for cash or products. ©January 2020 BIM Management Services
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Posture: A fresh perspective
James Staciwa
Transitions Chriopractic
Ever gone to a seminar or an event and had your opinions
completely and utterly turned on their heads? Only believing
in one way of doing things and suddenly…. there’s a new way
(only it’s not new it’s just looking from a different perspective).
I had this experience recently when I had a chance to hear Dr
Michael Hall lecture in Sydney. He completely changed the game
and caught me in a spin especially regarding the best ways to
strengthen and improve our posture.
I write this while sitting at my desk, reminding myself that all of
our postures need work. As a chiropractor, this is the predominant
thing that we are concerned with professionally. Improving
someone’s posture so they can maximise their experience and
enjoyment of this wonderful thing we call life.
Posture allows for full, uninterrupted communication between
the brain, body and nervous system so that we can maximise our
adaptation to our internal and external environment. To enjoy the
experiences that without posture would otherwise pass us by.
So how did my perspective on posture, after 18 years of either
practicing or studying chiropractic, suddenly change
1. Embrace our asymmetry
Let’s face it- we weren’t born perfectly symmetrical. This first shift
forced me to look at the body three dimensionally. The front to
back asymmetry is a different postural paradigm, yet critical. Born
in a naturally flexed or “C” shaped posture, it’s the strength of these
anterior muscles which dominate. As we develop, we grow the
muscles that straighten us up. They hold us upright and play a much
larger role. These are our extensor muscles. The balance between
these frontal “flexor” muscles and rear “extensor” muscles is what
allows us to effectively develop three spinal curves particularly
through the neck and lower back where that initial flexed “C” shape
reverses and our ability to remain upright kicks off.
Given our modern lifestyle and our nature to sit, our extensor
muscles need help. Being upright as often as possible is a great
way to help restore the balance. Yet deliberately standing as
tall as possible or exaggerating a “perfect posture” even for a
few seconds helps to restore that extensor postural muscle
engagement and prevent the drooping back into a stooped,
flexed position. This is why I’m a huge fan of hanging to help
switch on the extensors and to decompress and give the spine
some space again. Similarly is core strengthening, lying flat on
your back, the best option? We think potentially standing core
exercises has a lot more bang for your buck for providing strength
and improving posture at the same time.
To try and develop 100% symmetrical left/right posture is a
myth. The best we can do is to bring the left/right balance closer
to ideal yet appreciate that perfect is a dream and not the real
goal of any postural improvement.
Training posture by deliberately carrying heavy, uneven loads
on one side of the body forces the balance, core and stabilising
muscles to fire. These are your postural protectors. Yes the weight
will be uneven but this will force the supportive muscles on both
sides of your spine and body to work and stabilise. A lot of what
you do each and every day is uneven. We need a strong posture
to prevent against wear and tear and injury. So deliberate training
into this imbalance is very useful.
2. Use your arms and legs
Each and every time you move your arms or your legs they are
anchored to your spine. So by moving your arms and legs they
drive your postural development.
Rolling, crawling and rocking are basic movement resets. The
spine stays relatively neutral in many of these movements. It
is the movement of the arms and legs constantly driving and
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lubricating the spine, hips and pelvis. It is this arm and leg
movement that is strengthening the posture.
Limb movement is also great for embracing asymmetry.
Deliberately lifting the right arm forces coordination and control
all the way through the left lower back. Similarly, side to side
movements of the legs really develops lower spine and pelvic
stabilising muscles, particularly useful for anyone who makes a
career of sitting or ones worried about lumbar disc injuries.
3. Balance
Balance is a highly complicated process.
The four major balance input centres are the:
• Eyes
• Feet
• Joints & muscles of the upper neck
• Joints & muscles of the pelvis
Balance control is critical in fall prevention at any age. Yet
because balance is linked to muscular and joint feedback, it
can be controlled. Training balance exercises forces muscular
recruitment and activity throughout the spine as we stabilise
front to back and left to right. The areas of highest activity are the
upper neck and lower spine. It is for this reason balance affects
posture and can be controlled, improved and strengthened.
Training balance could literally begin with 5-15 minutes of
standing on one leg, trying to walk heel toe or even trying calf
raises (with eyes shut). The deep rotational, supportive and
protective muscles here are working overtime, but as they work
they’ll strengthen and tighten.
We want a dynamic controlled posture in any and all positions.
Balance training forces deliberate asymmetrical training within us
and again, balance drives joint and muscular firing particularly from
the upper neck and lower spine. Try balance training, it’s almost
impossible to do slouched and it will certainly strengthen posture.
4. Bounce
Bouncing is rhythmical and forces a tremendous amount of
muscular recruitment (particularly our extensor and rotatory
muscles) and muscular activity as we absorb and spring again and
again in the same sustained posture.
Many of our sports, even the one we are most evolutionary
evolved to do. Running, is nothing but a series of bounces from
one leg to another. Those who can shock absorb efficiently and
well do it best. Bouncing embraces our natural front to back
asymmetry as our spinal curves allow us to shock absorb and
rebound on each bounce. When we bounce, we want to land
close to where we took off. There is a tremendous amount of joint
feedback and muscular control involved. Particularly from the
lower spine and upper neck.
Try bouncing slouched. It is almost impossible. Furthermore it
is almost impossible to bounce and frown at the same time. So
there could be an additional mental health benefit of hopping on
a mini trampoline too.
For more information contact Transitions Chiropractic on
(02) 4926 1101, email: info@transitionschiropractic.com
or visit transitionschiropractic.com

BORRELLI-QUIRK NEWCASTLE REAL ESTATE
NEWCASTLE - HUNTER TOURISM & ACCOMMODATION

• Leading suppliers of quality, fully furnished and self contained
accommodation for short or long stays in and around Newcastle.
• Beachfront, harbourfront, suburbs, 1 to 4 bedroom apartments
and homes. Cleaning service available.
• A cost effective, more flexible and comfortable alternative for visitors and business
colleagues.
• A phone call or email is all it takes to match your requirements promptly.

DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION

ACCOMMODATION

HBR business services
THE MOBILE SHREDDING COMPANY
• Security bins and one-off shredding
• Totally secure in-truck on-site shredding
• NAID AAA Certified
• Locally owned and operated
• Servicing Newcastle, Hunter Valley, Port Stephens & Central Coast
Phone: 4957 9903
www.mobileshredding.com.au

"SECURE DESTRUCTION - GUARANTEED"

DO YOU HAVE ASBESTOS IN YOUR WORKPLACE
An asbestos register and management plan is required
for all commercial buildings built before 2003
• Sample Testing • Air Monitoring • Clearance Reports • Asbestos Registers
• Fire Damage Assessment • Contaminated Site Evaluation
• Remediation Plans
Phil Abbott Licenced Asbestos Assessor - 00117
M: 0418 665 625 Seaham NSW
phil@asbestosmgt.com.au

ADAMSTOWN CLEANING SERVICE
•
•
•
•

Strata Cleaning Services
Medical Centre Cleaning
Commercial Office Cleaning
Over 25 years experience in Newcastle & Lake Macquarie

P: (02) 49610145 E: john@adamstowncleaning.com.au

CREST FINANCIAL SERVICES
Superannuation, Investment Advice, Retirement Planning,
Insurance and Risk Protection.
(02) 4929 2552
Newcastle - East Maitland - Nelson Bay

"Working together for your future"
www.crestfs.com.au

STRATA MANGEMENT

CLEANING SERVICES

STATEWIDE ASBESTOS MANAGEMENT

FINANCIAL SERVICES

ASBESTOS MANAGEMENT

P: 49615566 E: joanne@bqnre.com.au W: bqnre.com.au 1/91 Hannell Street, Wickham @ NCYC

LAKE GROUP STRATA

Strata & Community Title Managers
• Over 30 years managing property
• Pre-purchase reports
• Set-up & establishment service
• Consultancy Service
• Servicing Newcastle, Lake Macquarie,
Hunter Valley & Myall Lakes www.lakegroupstrata.com
Phone: 02 4942 3305
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HBR funny business
A couple walked into a cheap looking
restaurant. As they were about to sit down
they noticed there were crumbs on the
seat, after cleaning up the seat and wiping
down the table they sat down.
A waitress came over asking them what
they wanted, “I’ll just take a coffee” said the
man, “me too” said the lady “and make sure
the cup is clean.”
The waitress returned with their drinks
“OK,” she said placing down their cups,
“now, which one of you wanted the clean
cup”.
A guy walks into a bar and sees three steaks hanging from the
ceiling. The guy asks, "What's this about?"
The bartender replies, "Well, if you can jump up and slap the
meat, you get free drinks for the rest of the night. If you can't
reach, you have to pay for everyone else's drinks."
Later that night, when the guy is telling his friend about it, his
friend asks, "Why didn't you attempt to do it?"
The guy replies, "Well, the steaks were too high."
A woman gets pulled over.
The policeman looks at her license and says “Ma'am, it says here
you wear glasses.”
She says, “Officer, I have contacts.”
The policeman says,” Lady, I don't care who you know, you need
to wear your glasses when you're driving.”
Uncertainty has hit the Japanese banking industry.
In the past week, Origami bank has folded, Sumo bank has gone

belly up and Bonsai bank announced plans to cut some of its
branches.
Last week it was announced that Karaoke bank is up for sale and
will likely go for a song.
Samurai bank is soldiering on following sharp cutbacks, Ninja
bank is reported to have taken a hit, but it remains in the black.
Furthermore 500 staff at Karate bank got the chop and analysts
report there is something fishy going on at Sushi bank, where it’s
feared staff may get a raw deal.
As part of their job a preschool teacher helps the children put
on their coats and boots before they faced the cold weather
outside.
One day when school was over and the children were getting
ready to leave, one child came over to the teacher in tears “My
boots are missing,” she wailed.
“They are in the corner,” said the teacher pointing to her boots.
“Those are not mine!” she said, stamping her foot, “MINE HAD
SNOW ON THEM!”

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
“We are embedding health and wellbeing at the heart
of our business strategy because our people are our
greatest asset, and we recognise that a healthy, happy
and committed workforce is vital to our business
success‘"
- Alex Gourlay

COME
PRINT
WITH
US

AWARD-WINNING OFFSET PRINTING
AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL PRINT AWARDS
GOLD MEDAL WINNERS 2013

NCP – NEWCASTLE’S AND THE HUNTER’S, PREMIER PRINT GROUP.
From stationery to magazines, point-of-sale to packaging, direct mail to inventory management and distribution, our comprehensive
production facilities combined with our expertise ensure the right solution is offered for your print and communication needs.

14 Channel Road, Steel River Industrial Estate, Mayfield West NSW 2304 | Call us: 02 4926 1300 | Email us: sales@ncp.com.au | Browse us: ncp.com.au
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SUBSCRIBE
NOW!

SPECIAL
OFFER

55

$

11 ISSUES FOR

HBR is essential reading for everyone wanting to
keep informed on local business news and issues.

Why subscribe?
● ONLY $5 PER ISSUE (usually $6.60)
● FREE DELIVERY to your door
● NEVER MISS AN ISSUE of the
most established business
news publication in the Hunter
● RISK FREE - cancel at any time after
the first year

SUBSCRIBE ONLINE TODAY
OR CONTACT HBR ON
(02) 4062 8133 or email
subs@HBRmag.com.au
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Thornton Fleet Services

REMONDIS Australia are proud to announce
the addition of two new units to their fleet in
Thornton, NSW.
These two specialised units are available for work in
Newcastle, Gosford and the Hunter Valley and are capable of
providing both wet and dry SuperVac requirements with
Non-Destructive Digging capabilities.
Unit 1 is an 8 inch (200mm) Wet/Dry CapBora with a 3,800 cfm
vacuum and 4,000 psi hydro-excavation unit. The unit has a
stainless steel tipping body and up to a 6 tonne payload.
Unit 2 is a 6 inch (150mm) Wet SuperVac with 2,728 cfm
vacuum and 11,000lt stainless steel tipping body.

REMONDIS Australia Pty Ltd
13 73 73 // info@remondis.com.au // www.remondis.com

These units are suited to the SuperVac and Industrial Services
markets and are ideal for providing services to industries such as:
n

Construction & Civil

n

Rail

n

Coal Transport and Handling

n

Sewer & Wastewater Treatment

n

Electrical Service- poles, cabling and services

n

Heavy Industrial Workshop Drains, Pits and Oily Water Systems

n

Locating Services and Digging

n

Food Processing hoppers and pits

Contact the REMONDIS Australia team on 13 73 73 for further
information and to discuss your specific needs.

